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ᛞⲺ䴱⡆

㉗ԁ
䙏ᱥжਦሾ⛰㗄伕ᯏ⨼ᇬ䠅䓡䀸㼳Ⲻ䴱⡆Ⱦ
ֵ⭞䴱⡆✯传ޭᴿཐⲺݠ唔Ⱦഖ⛰䴱⡆ਥᘡ䙕ਃθуۻᬃ֒㉗
θੂᱸਥ䁣ᇐᾫքⲺ⚡࣑Ⱦੂᱸഖਥ䁣ᇐ䔹儎⚡࣑θᡶԛਥᘡ䙕➤⋮䦁
ޝ伕ᶆȾሢཝグ䯉Ⲻ✯传ॶθ䇉➤伕ᴪᗍᗹᢁȾ
䴱⡆ૂ۩㎧⡆ޭⲺ✯传ᡠ❬уੂȾ䴱✯传᧗⭞⨼⭘⭕⟧
㜳Ⱦҕቧᱥ䃠θќ䶔ਥֵ⭞Ա䦁ޭȾ
ᛞਥ൞ɇ䦁ޭɈㇶθ⦨ᗍᴪཐ䙏ᯯ䶘䋽䁀Ⱦ
䴱⡆⛰Ҽᨆבᴶ֩Ӱ䓡ᆿޞθ䞃ۏᒴ主ⓡᓜؓ䆭⟧⇎⮏⽰⟾θ
ਥ亥⽰䛙ж✯传ॶԃ儎ⓡȾ
䃠᱄ᴮޝ䀙䃠ᛞྸ㜳ⴗⲲᨤ䴱⡆Ⲻࣕ㜳Ⱦ䲚Ҽᬃ֒䋽䁀ཌθᛞ䚺ਥ
ᢴࡦঊࣟᛞֵ⭞䙏主䴱ಞⲺ㜂Ქ䋽䁀Ⱦ↚ཌθᛞҕਥᢴࡦ✯传᱄㍦㺞
㏣䆭ᨆ⽰Ⱦ
ֵ⭞䴱ಞࢃθ䄁䂩䆶䃠᱄ᴮθќ
ؓᆎ䙏ӑ䃠᱄בᰛᗂ৹㘹Ⱦ
䃠᱄ᴮੂᱸҕᱥ㏣ؤᢶ㺉ଗⲺ৹㘹䋽ᯏȾഖ↚θ䄁ሽ䴱ಞⲺ䆎࡛গθ
䋲䱺൞䃠᱄ᴮ㜂䶘ᇐփ㖤Ⱦ
䴱ಞ䆎࡛গޝθऻᡶᴿ㏣ؤᢶ㺉ଗ⸛䋽䁀θԛ㜳ᇂ᮪ㆊ㾼ᛞⲺ
䴶㾷அ亂Ⱦ
ӡᛞⲺ✯传έ
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ᛞⲺ䴱⡆

䶘ᶵ
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ᘡ
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ᇐ
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兝
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ɇ
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ᇐ
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⚡
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ᆿޞᙝ

ֵ⭞䄁θ俌ݾएᗻ䯧䆶主ᆿޞ䃠᱄έ
ⓡᓜᆿޞᙝ
Ɣ ③ಞᤷ㓂③䠅䴱⡆⢯ᇐ䜞ԳⲺⓡᓜȾ∅ж✯ف传ॶ䜳䞃ۏ③
ಞθ⭞᯲③䠅䦁ޭᓋ䜞ⓡᓜθԛ䚵ރ䦁ޭഖуងҴ⠈Ⲳ⭕䚄⟧ধ䳠Ⱦ
㤛ⓡᓜᬶ᰽䚄儎θሽ㠠ऋ䲃ք⚡࣑θᡌ䴱⡆㠠ऋ࠽ᯭ䴱ⓆȾ

✯传ᱸ䯉ಞ
Ɣ ✯传ᱸ䯉ಞᱥؓ䳒ᛞⲺ✯传䴱ಞⲺж主ᆿࣕޞ㜳Ⱦ൞ᛞᘎ䁎䰒
䮿䴱⡆ᱸ㠠ऋᬃ֒Ⱦ
Ɣ ṯᬐᛞⲺ䁣ᇐθ䲆✯传ᱸ䯉ྸс㺞φ
䁣ᇐ






ѱᔐࣕ㜳

сࡍᱸ䯉㎆ᶕᗂ✯传ॶ㠠ऋ䰒䮿φ
ቅᱸ
ቅᱸ
ቅᱸ
ቅᱸ
ቅᱸ
ቅᱸ
ቅᱸ

㤛р㺞ޝ䁣ᇐᱸ䯉㎆ᶕθ✯传ᱸ䯉ಞሽ䰒䮿✯传ॶȾ
䁣ᇐ
ᘡ䙕ࣖ⟧

сࡍऋ֒ҁᗂ✯传ॶ㠠ऋ࠽ᨑ⛰䁣
ᇐφ
࠼䩎
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ֵ⭞

ֵ⭞䀮䶘ᶵ
㤛ᛞ䚄ৱֵ⭞ެԌδᰁ䕿ᕅε䡋θࡽਥ㜳䴶㾷жӑ㐪㘈ᢃ㜳㘈យ䀮䶘
ᶵȾሽᛞⲺቌᒩ᭴൞䶘ᶵθਥᗍࡦᴶ֩㎆᷒Ⱦᛞу䴶㾷᯳ࣖԱ༉࣑Ⱦ
䀮③ಞۻ䴶㾷ቌⲺ䕋ᗤ༉࣑ਥਃȾ䄁㎋वԛԱެԌ⢟儊ᬃ֒
䀮䶘ᶵȾᛞⲺራ⢟䎦䚄⡆䶘ᱸθ䴱⡆уᴹ䯁க䴱ⓆȾ

䴱✯传
䴱✯传ᾫⴷᱸ䯉
Ɣ 
ֵ⭞ࡓᵕθᛞሽॷ࠼傐䁓䴱✯传Ⲻ䙕ᓜȾ⢯࡛䁣ᇐ䔹ཝ⚡࣑ᱸθ
➤⋮伕⢟⒥≪ॷ࠼ᘡ䙕Ⱦᕭ⛾ᔰ䆦䳞ᱸ⮏ᝅ䦁ޭθԛ䚵⋮ރ偦ⓘ☰
ᡌ⠈ҴȾ
䃵᮪⚡࣑
Ɣ 
䴱✯传Ⲻ⋷сθ⽽ᴿᬰ᭴䦁ޭⲺ⡆ਙॶ൞ֵ⭞ѣȾ㤛ᛞ൞ཝ⡆ਙ
ॶֵ⭞ቅශ䦁ޭθ⚡࣑ሽ䃵᮪⛰䦁ޭᗇཝቅȾ⚡࣑ҕ䳞ҁ䲃քθ
➤⋮䦁ޭޝ伕⢟Ⲻᱸ䯉ҕ䔹䮭Ⱦ
䴱✯传уᴹ䙖ᡆ⟧⍷ཧ
߭㲋⨼Ⱦ

⌞ᝅ
Ɣ ㍦⋏㋈ਥ㜳䙖ᡆ≮ѻᙝࡤⰋȾ䦁ޭᓋ䜞Ⲻ✯传䶘θ䄁࠽䁎ؓᤷ▊θ
䴘⡆䶘ᱸ䳞ᱸੇрᨆ䎭Ⱦ
Ɣ 䴱
 ⡆㎋уਥ⮬ᡆᐛ֒ᷧȾ
Ɣ ✯传ᱸ䦁ޭؓᤷࣖ㬁θԛ䚵ރ㙍ཧ㜳ⓆȾ
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ֵ⭞

䴱ྸ֒⭞
䴱ಞ⭕⭘ޝȾ᭴㖤
䩫䌠ᓋ䶘䦁ޭ൞✯传ॶθ⭧↚൞䦁ޭᓋ䶘䴱⍷Ⱦ䴱⍷൞䦁ޭᓋ
䶘⭘⭕⟧㜳Ⱦ
㉗
䴱⡆  ޝ㐐ാ  ⭘⭕
  Ⱦሽ䩫䌠ᓋ䶘 

 ᆆ䁣ᇐуռⓌ⻰ъ㉗Ⱦᛞਥ൞ᴶቅ⚡࣑䁣ᇐᱸθ൞䦁ޝ㷃ौ
䴱
ᐝ࣑ށθᡌׁྸθᛞਥ൞䴏ኚ㫮䦁ޝԛ↙ᑮࣖ⟧ᯯᕅ✯传伕ᶆȾ

䦁ޭ᭴൞㐐ാрθ䴱⍷
ࡦ䦁ޭᓋ䜞Ⱦ

ᘡ䙕
 ⡆Ⲻ儎⚡࣑θਥᾫᘡ䙕➤⋮伕⢟ȾૂެԌ✯传ᯯ⌋ж⁙θ
䴱
ਥ➤䙅伕⢟Ⱦ
▊
䴱⡆ᯯ▊ഖ⛰✯传ॶⓡᓜуᴹ儎䚄䦁ޭθᡶԛ☰࠰伕⢟уᴹ⟹⠈Ⱦ

ᆿޞ
⭧䦁ޭᵢ䓡⭘⭕⟧㜳Ⱦ⧱⪹⡆䶘ⓡᓜуᴹ儎䚄䦁ޭȾҕቧᱥ䃠θ✯传ॶ

ⓡᓜૂ䲬⬭⡆ᡌ➚≙⡆∊θቃ䔹քȾжᰜ䴘䦁ޭθ✯传ॶਥᘡ䙕
߭Ⱦ

䴱ಠ丩
┪ㆊ㚨
䙏ᱥഖࢃᗂॶⲺ⚡࣑ಞᡶ⭘⭕Ⱦ
൞䔹ቅ⚡࣑䁣ᇐᱸҕਥ㜳Ⲳ࠰┪ㆊ㚨Ⱦ
䦁ޭᕋ䎭Ⲻಠ丩
䦁ޭҕਥ㜳൞✯传ᱸ⭘⭕жӑಠ丩Ⱦ䙏ᱥഖ䴱⍷ᗔ䴱⡆۩䘷ࡦ⟿䦁ᡶ
⭘⭕Ⱦቃ᯲儎⚡࣑䁣ᇐᱸⲺḆӑ䦁ޭθኢ᯲ᾫ↙ᑮ⨴䊗Ⱦуᴹᩃ༔䦁ޭ
ᡌ䴱⡆Ⱦ
仞㼳䙖Ⲻಠ丩
䴱ಞ⛰Ҽᔬ䮭䴱ᆆ⭘Ⲻ༳ળᵕθ䜳ࣖ㼓仞Ⱦ㤛ᛞ乱㑷ֵ⭞䴱ಞθ
கऋ仞ᱥ⛰Ҽ߭䴱ಞθഖ↚ሽ㚳ࡦగగ㚨Ⱦ䴱⡆䰒䮿ᗂθ仞ሽ
䚁䕿ᮮ࠼䩎Ⱦ
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ֵ⭞
㠠ऋ䙐䴱Ⓠࣕ㜳
㠠ऋ䙐䴱Ⓠࣕ㜳 $3' கऋੂᱸθֵ⡆ਙॶᵠֵ⭞θ
ᛞԃᴹ㚳ࡦ┪ㆊ㚨Ⱦ

䦁ޭ
䴱✯传ሾ⭞䦁ޭ
䴱✯传䴶㾷⢯ᇐ䌠䦁ޭȾ
⌞ᝅ
Ɣ 䮭
 ѻԛּ⭞᯲➚≙⡆ޭ✯传Ⲻ䦁ޭθᐨу߃䚟ਾ䴱⡆Ⱦ
Ɣ 
ۻ䲆ㅜਾсࡍồԬⲺ䦁ޭθਥ䚟⭞൞䴱≙䴱✯传φ
Ɣ ᓋδ∡㊩ԛрεχ
Ɣ ᒩᓋȾ
Ɣ ᴶ֩Ⲻ䦁ޭ⁏䁱ɇ䴱ㅿ㍐Ɉ䌠⁏ㄖȾ
ᨆ⽰
 ਥ㠠㺂⃘ḛᛞⲺ䦁ޭᱥੜ䚟ਾֵ⭞ᙝȾ㤛䦁ޭᓋ䜞ਥ੮օ䩫θࡽኢ
ᛞ
᯲䚟⭞䦁ޭȾ
䚟⭞
⢯⇀у䨳䤲䦁ޭ
䴱ㅿ㍐
㙆⼞⩰⪥䦁
⩰⪥䩺䩫䦁

у䚟⭞
䲬䦁
у䨳䤲
䲬⬭䦁
䢻䌠
ງ㟖ᯏ
䣷䌠

ᔰ䆦ֵ⭞$6.2᧞㯜㠠ऋ✯传ぁᕅሾ⭞Ⲻ䦁ޭȾ
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ֵ⭞
⌞ᝅ
䄁ቅᗹֵ⭞⩰⪥䌠䩫䦁φ
Ɣ 
㤛䦁ޝδའεҴ⠛θ㙂ᛞሽ䴱⡆䃵ࡦ儎⚡࣑θ⩰⪥䌠ਥ㜳䴘
δ⩰⪥ᗔ䩫䦁㺞䶘㝡㩳εχ
Ɣ 
ᡌׁྸθഖ䚄⟧ᡌֵ⭞䚄儎⚡࣑θᓋ䶘ਥ㜳ᢣᴨȾ
⌞ᝅ
㎋уֵ⭞ᓋ䜞уᒩⲺ䦁ޭȾѣグᡌශᓋ䜞θਥᒨ᬴䚄⟧ؓ䆭Ⲻ䚁֒θ䙖
ᡆ䴱ಞ䚄⟧Ⱦਥ㜳䙖ᡆ⧱⪹⡆䶘嗒㻸θ䙨㙂㷃ौ䦁ޭᓋ䶘Ⱦഖֵ⭞у
ਾ⭞䦁ޭᡌ⠈ҴⲺ䦁ޭᡶ䙖ᡆᩃ༔θуࡍؓޛരㇺൃȾ
䦁ޭᴶቅᗇ
 ޭᓋ䜞ᗇᗻ举࠼ޢԛрȾֵ⭞ૂ⡆乣ॶੂተሮⲺ䦁ޭθਥ⦨ᗍᴶ
䦁
֩᭾᷒Ⱦ㤛䦁ޭའቅθࡽ⡆乣ॶ❗֒⭞Ⱦ
൞9DULRॶֵ⭞Ⲻ➄冐䦁δₘ䦁ε䮭ᓜθᗻ举࠼ޢԛрȾ
༉࣑䦁
䴱✯传ॷ࠼䚟ਾֵ⭞༉࣑䦁Ⱦ

✯传ॶਃᾫᘡ䙕θᡶԛ༉࣑䦁ᖾᘡ䚊ࡦ༉࣑Ⱦ⮬ᛞ䰒䮿✯传ॶ䴱Ⓠθ✯
传䚄ぁҕ䳞↘ڒȾ
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ᬃ֒

䙐䴱⡆䴱Ⓠќ䁣ᇐ⚡࣑
✯传ॶ࠼ᡆ⇫⚡࣑Ⱦ↚ཌθ䚺ᴿж⇫ɇᘡ䙕ࣖ⟧ɈȾ
䦁ޭ᭴൞✯传ॶѣཤȾ
сވㄛᆿޞ䧌䦫Ⱦ
ᛞᴹ㚳ࡦжబ㚨Ⱦ
с䰒✯传ॶⲺ䯁λ䰒䦫Ⱦ
㷘ᒋ亥⽰䮹ӤɇɈθੂᱸ㚳ࡦжబ㚨Ⱦྸ᷒⋈ᴿ䙨ж↛ऋ֒θ✯传
ॶሽ൞ᮮ〈ᗂ㠠ऋ䰒䮿Ⱦ
сᡌā䦫θᡌᡌ!!䦫䚮ᜩ㾷Ⲻ䁣ᇐȾ✯传ॶԛ䁣ᇐ
Ⲻ⚡࣑㠠ऋ䯁ခࣖ⟧δ㤛ࡦ③ګ䦁ޭεȾ
▷ 
㤛ᛞ俌ݾсᡌā䦫θ亥⽰⇫Ⱦ
▷ 㤛
 ᛞ俌ݾс!!䦫θ㷘ᒋр亥⽰⇫ɇᘡ䙕ࣖ⟧ɈȾ䙏ᱥɇ
ᘡ䙕ࣖ⟧Ɉ⚡࣑⇫θ㤛ᛞᜩ㾷ᘡ䙕➤⋮伕ᶆθਥԛֵ⭞䙏⇫䁣ᇐ
δ৹䯧ㅢ丷εȾ
▷ 㤛ᛞ俌ݾс䦫θሽ亥⽰⇫Ⱦ
ᨆ⽰
Ɣ ᛞਥԛ⭞ᡌ䦫θ䙆↛໔儎ᡌ䲃ք⚡࣑䁣ᇐȾᛞҕਥԛᡌ
!!䦫θᘡ䙕໔儎ᡌ䲃ք⚡࣑䁣ᇐȾ
Ɣ 
ᛞ⭐㠩ਥԛօθθᡌ!!䦫θᴪᘡ䙕䁣ᇐᛞᜩ㾷Ⲻ⚡࣑Ⱦ
䦁ޭ③ګ
䁣ᇐ✯传⚡࣑ᗂθ㤛䴱⡆ᵠࡦ③ګδ䩫䌠ε䦁ޭθ㷘ᒋሽ䮹Ӥъ䴱⡆
㏣ᤷ߭⣶ខȾ㤛ж࠼䩎ޝᵠ᭴㖤δ䩫䌠ε䦁ޭ൞✯传ॶθ✯传ॶሽ㠠ऋ䰒
䮿δ䄁ੂᱸ৹䯧ㅢ丷ɇ䦁ޭɈεȾ

⟧⇎⮏⽰⟾
乱㑷ֵ⭞䚄Ⲻ✯传ॶθ൞䰒䮿ᗂԃሽ㏣ᤷ⟧ᓜᒴ࠼䩎Ⱦ⽽㾷✯传ॶԃ㏣ᤷ
⟧ᓜθ㷘ᒋޝሽ亥⽰жفɇ+ɈᆍȾ
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ᬃ֒

ᘡ䙕ࣖ⟧
ᛞਥֵ⭞ɇᘡ䙕ࣖ⟧Ɉࣕ㜳θԛᴶ儎⚡࣑⇫൞⸣ᱸ䯉✯ޝ传δᴶཐ࠼
䩎εȾᘡ䙕ࣖ⟧ᱸ䯉㎆ᶕᗂθሽഔ䲃㠩⚡࣑⇫Ⱦ
ᢉ䯁ɇᘡ䙕ࣖ⟧Ɉ
䦁ޭ᭴൞✯传ॶȾ
ᢉ䯁✯传ॶᗂθࡱс!!䦫Ⱦ
㷘ᒋޝ亥⽰⇫ɇᘡ䙕ࣖ⟧ɈȾ
Ɣ 
㤛✯传ॶᐨ䁣ᇐ⚡࣑⇫θ㙂ᛞ৾ᜩ㾷ֵ⭞ɇᘡ䙕ࣖ⟧Ɉθᒴ⅗乆ᇐ
✯传ॶⲺ!!䦫ᡌ䦫Ⱦ
䰒䮿ɇᘡ䙕ࣖ⟧Ɉ
ᐨᢉ䯁ɇᘡ䙕ࣖ⟧Ɉθ㷘ᒋ亥⽰⇫ɇERRVWɈȾ
с䦫ᡌ䦫Ⱦ
㷘ᒋޝሽ亥⽰䔹ք⚡࣑⇫Ⱦ
ᡌφ
сᛞᜩ㾷䰒䮿✯传ॶⲺ䯁λ䰒䦫Ⱦ
ᛞሽ㚳ࡦжబ㚨θੂᱸ㷘ᒋ亥⽰Ⲻ⚡࣑⇫⎾ཧȾ
✯传ॶ䳞ᇂޞ䰒䮿Ⱦ

ࢃᗂᧈࡍⲺӂ✯ف传ॶȾ
Ɣ ࢃᗂᧈࡍⲺӂ✯ف传ॶӈᖧ丵Ⱦ⮬ੂᱸᢉ䯁䙏ӑ✯传ॶθ⚡࣑㠠ऋ
ᖲ↚࠼ӡȾㅢж㍺✯传ॶሽ䳞ᱸ㏣ᤷݾ䁣ᇐȾቃࢃᡌᗂᯯ✯传ॶӁ
ᗂࣖⲺᴶ儎䁣ᇐ⇫θ举ṯᬐㅢж✯传ॶⲺ䁣ᇐȾ⮬ᛞᐨ䚊ࡦᴶ儎⇫
Ⲻ✯传䁣ᇐ㍺ਾθᴶᗂ䁣ᇐ⇫ሽ䯁ခ䮹⡃θќ㠠ऋ䲃քࡦᴶ儎ਥ㜳䁣
ᇐȾ
Ɣ ӂ㍺֫ᧈⲺ✯传ॶуᴹӈᖧ丵Ⱦӂ㍺✯传ॶ䜳ਥ䁣ᇐ儎⚡࣑⇫Ⱦ
Ɣ 㤛ᐨ₁YDULRॶθࡽ❗⌋䁣ᇐᘡ䙕ࣖ⟧θ䚮ࣕ㜳ҕሽ⭞ڒȾ

ྸ₁9DULR䴱ॶ
9DULR䴱ॶਥӈ₁δ䙙㎆εȾྸ↚ਥᖘᡆжفཝॶθ⭞᯲ׁྸཝශ
➄冐䦁ᡌཝශ✯传䦁Ⱦ
Ɣ 㤛ᐨ₁YDULRॶθࡽ❗⌋䁣ᇐᘡ䙕ࣖ⟧θ䚮ࣕ㜳ҕሽ⭞ڒȾ
ֵ⭞㠩ቇਥऻެѣжفYDULRॶѣཤλѣ䯉փ㖤Ⲻδ➄冐ε䦁Ⱦ
க⭞₁⁗ᕅ
ሽਥԛᇂޞ㾼㬁✯فޟ传ॶⲺཝශ䦁᭴൞✯传ॶрȾ
䙐ࢃ✯传ॶ䴱ⓆȾ

=+

ᬃ֒
ੂᤷсفޟ䦫δᮮ〈εφ俌ݾсᗂYDULRॶⲺ䦫θ䳞ᗂс
ࢃᯯYDULRॶⲺ!!䦫Ⱦ
ᗂॶⲺ㷘ᒋሽ亥⽰ɇ%5ɈȾ䳞ᗂֵ⭞ࢃॶ䁣ᇐ✯Ⲻॶفޟ传⚡࣑Ⱦ
ֵ⭞ᡌ䦫θᡌࢃॶⲺᡌ!!䦫θ䁣ᇐᜩ㾷Ⲻ✯传⚡࣑Ⱦॶޟ
䜳ԛ䁣ᇐ⚡࣑ࣖ⟧Ⱦ
⭞ڒ₁⁗ᕅ
ੂᱸсࢃYDULRॶⲺ!!䦫θᴶᗂYDULRॶⲺ䦫θਥ䰒䮿ɇ₁
Ɉ⚡࣑Ⱦ
ࢃॶԃ㏣ᤷ₁ࣕ㜳Ⲻ⚡࣑䁣ᇐȾ
ᡌφ
сᛞᜩ㾷䰒䮿✯传ॶⲺ䯁λ䰒䦫Ⱦ
ᛞሽ㚳ࡦжబ㚨θੂᱸ㷘ᒋ亥⽰Ⲻ⚡࣑⇫⎾ཧȾ
✯传ॶ䳞ᇂޞ䰒䮿Ⱦ

䰒䮿
䰒䮿ж✯ف传ॶ
сᛞᜩ㾷䰒䮿✯传ॶⲺ䯁λ䰒䦫Ⱦ
ᛞሽ㚳ࡦжబ㚨θੂᱸ㷘ᒋ亥⽰Ⲻ⚡࣑⇫⎾ཧȾ
Ɣ 
㤛ᐨ᧗⭞䙏つᯯᕅ䰒䮿ᡶᴿ✯传ॶθ䴱⡆ሽ㠠ऋ䙨⁗⭞ۏޛᕅδ䄁ੂ
ᱸ৹䯧ɇ⁗⭞ۏᕅɈεȾ
䰒䮿ᡶᴿ✯传ॶ
сވㄛᆿޞ䧌䦫θਥੂᱸ䰒䮿ᡶᴿ✯传ॶȾ
ᛞሽ㚳ࡦжబ㚨Ⱦވㄛᆿޞ䧌䦫Ⲻ㌻㢨ވㄛᆿޞ䧌⽰⟾ሽ㐟ម䮹⡃Ⱦ
Ɣ 
䴱⡆⨴൞䙨ޛㇶ㜳⁗⭞ۏᕅ
δ䄁ੂᱸ৹䯧ɇㇶ㜳⁗⭞ۏᕅɈεȾ

=+
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⁗⭞ۏᕅ
⁗⭞ۏᕅⲺ䴱⡆㲋᯲䰒䮿⣶ខȾᛞਥᗔㇶ㜳⁗⭞ۏᕅ࠽ᨑᡆ⁗⭞ۏᕅθ
ᡌ䰒䮿ᡶᴿ✯传ॶȾ
ᛞਥ൞ᜩ㾷ֵ⭞Ⲻ✯传ॶс䯁λ䰒䦫θᗔ⁗⭞ۏᕅ䯁ခ✯传Ⱦ
䴱⡆ᗔㇶ㜳⁗⭞ۏᕅ࠽ᨑᡆ⁗⭞ۏᕅ
ވㄛᆿޞ䧌䦫Ⲻ㌻⟾ؓᤷ㐟ម䮹⡃Ⱦ
Ɣ ࠽ᨑᡆ
⁗⭞ۏᕅੂᱸθօވㄛᆿޞ䧌䦫⡽ࡱȾ
ሽ㚳ࡦжబ㚨Ⱦᡶᴿ䴱⡆Ⲻ⟾➺⓻Ⱦ

ㇶ㜳⁗⭞ۏᕅ
ㇶ㜳⁗⭞ۏᕅⲺ䴱⡆㲋᯲䰒䮿⣶ខθќ⭞ֵۻᾫք䴱࣑Ⱦ
⮬✯传ॶԃக⭞⣶ខᱸθԃਥሽ䴱⡆ᗔ⁗⭞ۏᕅ࠽ᨑᡆㇶ㜳⁗⭞ۏᕅȾ
ᛞ⸛䚉ఄ
ㇶ㜳⁗⭞ۏᕅⲺ䴱⡆ۻ㙍⭞⬜䴱࣑Ⱦ∊⁗⭞ۏᕅⲺ䴱⡆䚺ⴷ䴱Ⱦ
䴱⡆࠽ᨑᡆㇶ㜳⁗⭞ۏᕅ
Ɣ сވㄛᆿޞ䧌䦫Ⱦ
ᛞሽ㚳ࡦжబ㚨Ⱦㇶ㜳⁗⭞ۏᕅக⭞ѣθވㄛᆿޞ䧌䦫Ⲻ㌻⟾ؓ
ᤷ㐟ម䮹⡃Ⱦ

ᛞ❗⌋ᗔㇶ㜳⁗⭞ۏᕅࡱ䯁ခ✯传Ⱦᜩ㾷✯传θ俌ݾ䴱⡆ᗻ举࠽ᨑ
ᡆ⁗⭞ۏᕅȾ
ᛞ⸛䚉ఄ
㲋᯲⁗⭞ۏᕅ⣶ខⲺ䴱⡆θ࠼䩎ᗂሽ㠠ऋ࠽ᨑᡆㇶ㜳⁗⭞ۏᕅθԛ䚵
ރ㲑㙍䴱࣑Ⱦ
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ވㄛᆿޞ䧌
ᛞⲺ䴱⡆ᐨ䞃ވۏㄛᆿޞ䧌θਥ䧌ᇐ䴱ಞȾԛ䱨↘ᝅཌ䙐䴱ⓆȾ
䯁கވㄛᆿޞ䧌
сވㄛᆿޞ䧌ӂ〈Ⱦ
ᛞሽ㚳ࡦ䴏బ㚨Ⱦ䲚Ҽ
ވㄛᆿޞ䧌ཌθᡶᴿ䦫⨴൞䜳㲋᯲⭞ڒ⣶ខȾ
俌ݾ䴱⡆࠽ᨑᡆㇶ㜳
⁗⭞ۏᕅθ䳞ᗂ߃࠽ᨑࡦވㄛᆿޞ䧌⁗ᕅȾ㌻
⟾ᤷ㓂Ӥ⟾Ⱦ
߃䦫〈䇉䴱⡆䙨ވޛㄛᆿޞ䧌⣶ខȾ
ᛞሽ㚳ࡦжబ㚨Ⱦ䴱⡆ⴤࢃ㲋᯲⁗⭞ۏᕅȾވㄛᆿޞ䧌Ⲻ㌻⟾
➺⓻Ⱦ
ᨆ⽰
▊䴱⡆ࢃθݾ䁣ᇐ⛰ވㄛᆿޞ䧌⁗ᕅθ䚵ރᝅཌ䙐䴱ⓆȾ
ᛞ⸛䚉ఄ
⮬䴱⡆䁣ᇐ⛰ވㄛᆿޞ䧌⁗ᕅᱸθૂㇶ㜳⁗⭞ۏᕅⲺᾫք㙍䴱䠅ੂȾ

=+
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᳡ڒ
✯传ᵕ䯉θᛞਥԛֵ⭞䙏主᳡ࣕڒ㜳θሽ᮪ᓝ䴱⡆䁣ᇐ⛰ɇ᳡ڒɈᤷ㓂
࠼䩎Ⱦᛞਥԛֵ⭞䙏つᯯᕅθ᳡ᱸ䴘䯁ᡌ▊䴱⡆θ㙂ԃؓ⮏ᡶᴿ䁣
ᇐȾ
䴱⡆࠽ᨑᡆ᳡⁗ڒᕅ
Ɣ с᳡ڒ䦫ж⅗Ⱦ
ᛞሽ㚳ࡦ䴏బ㚨θ䁣ᇐ䇀ᴪ⛰䔹ᓋ⚡࣑⇫θ᳡ڒ䦫Ⲻ㌻⟾䮹⡃Ⱦ
▷ Ա
 ᐨ䁣ᇐⲺᇐᱸಞλᔐᡵᇐᱸಞ↘ڒȾᡶᴿ✯传ॶ㠠ऋ䇀ᴪ⛰䔹
ք⚡࣑⇫Ⱦ
▷ 
䲚ވㄛᆿޞ䦫᳡ڒ䦫ཌθᡶᴿ䦫⭞ڒȾ
▷ 
✯࡛ف传ॶⲺ䯁λ䰒䦫ԃ㏣ᤷக⭞⣶ខθռਃᔬ䚨ӂ〈Ⱦ
Ɣ 
㤛ᛞ൞࠼䩎߃ޝᓜс᳡ڒ䦫θ✯传䚄ぁሽᚘᗟȾ
ᛞሽ㚳ࡦ䴏బ㚨θ䴱⡆ᚘᗟ⛰᳡Ⲻࢃڒ䁣ᇐȾ
Ɣ 㤛ᛞ൞࠼䩎ޝθ⋈ᴿ䙨ж↛᧗Աऋ֒φ
ᡶᴿக⭞ѣⲺ✯传ॶሽ㠠ऋ䰒䮿Ⱦ䳞ᗂ᳡ڒሽ㏣ᤷ䮹⡃࠼䩎θ亥⽰
✯传䚄ぁഖ᳡⁗ڒᕅᐨ㎆ᶕȾ࠼䩎ᗂθ䴱⡆㠠ऋᗔ᳡⁗ڒᕅ࠽ᨑ
ᡆㇶ㜳⁗⭞ۏᕅȾ

䃃䆎つ⁗ᕅ
⁗⭞ۏᕅ

ᡶᴿ⟾䜳➺⓻Ⱦ

ㇶ㜳⁗⭞ۏᕅ

ވㄛᆿޞ䧌䦫Ⲻ㌻⟾㏣ᤷ㐟ម䮹⡃Ⱦ

ވㄛᆿޞ䧌⁗ᕅ

ވㄛᆿޞ䧌䦫Ⲻ㌻⟾ᤷ㓂Ӥ⟾Ⱦ

᳡⁗ڒᕅ

᳡ڒ䦫Ⲻ㌻⟾䮹⡃Ⱦ
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ᇐᱸಞλᔐᡵᇐᱸಞ
∅✯ف传ॶⲺᇐᱸಞλ兝䩎䦫θޭᴿӂ主ࣕ㜳φ
ᇐᱸಞࣕ㜳

ᔐᡵᇐᱸಞࣕ㜳

ਥṯᬐੇр㌻㇣乣䆎࡛䙏主ࣕ㜳Ⱦ

ਥṯᬐੇс㌻㇣乣䆎࡛䙏主ࣕ㜳Ⱦ

ᇐᱸಞࣕ㜳ޝᱸ䯉໔ࣖȾ


ᔐ
 ᡵᇐᱸಞࣕ㜳ޝᱸ䯉ቇȾ

ᇐᱸಞ❗⌋䙙㎆ࡦᔐᡵ✯传ॶȾ

ᔐᡵᇐᱸಞਥ䙙㎆ࡦ✯传ॶȾ㤛䁣
ᇐᱸ䯉ᐨ㎆ᶕθԙ㺞✯传ॶ䰒䮿Ⱦ

сᇐᱸಞ䦫ੂᱸθྸᛞ⋈ᴿ䙨
ж↛ऋ֒θ〈ᗂ㠠ऋ䯁கᇐᱸಞ
ࣕ㜳Ⱦ

с㌻㢨䦫ᡌ㌻㢨䦫θਥ
൞ᇐᱸಞࣕ㜳ޝᬃ֒ᔐᡵᇐᱸಞ
ࣕ㜳Ⱦ

⌞ᝅ
Ɣ ∅
 ✯ف传㍺Ⲻӂفδࢃᗂε✯传ॶθਥާ⭞жفᇐᱸಞλᔐᡵᇐᱸ
ಞȾㅢӊ✯传ॶᴿ⦞ᇐᱸಞλᔐᡵᇐᱸಞȾ
Ɣ ᇐ
 ᱸಞλᔐᡵᇐᱸಞۻਥ䙙ࡦ∅㍺✯传ॶⲺެѣж✯ف传ॶȾ
Ɣ 
ᇐᱸಞλᔐᡵᇐᱸಞࣕ㜳ҕਥ⭞᯲ੂ㍺ਜжفቐᵠக⭞Ⲻ✯传ॶȾ
䯁கᇐᱸಞ
сж⅗✯传ॶⲺᇐᱸಞλᔐᡵᇐᱸಞȾ
ᇐᱸಞ㷘ᒋӤ⟾θਥⵁࡦпف䴬ㅜ㲕䮹⡃Ⱦсᯯ亥⽰жૂفȾ
Ɣ 㤛ᛞ⋈ᴿԛૂ䁣ᇐᱸ䯉θᇐᱸಞ〈ᗂሽ䯁ခ㠠ऋ䚁䕿Ⱦᇐᱸ
ಞᴶ儎ਥ䁣ᇐ
ቅᱸ࠼Ⱦ
ੇр㌻㇣乣Ӥ⟾ᱸ䯉䯁ခ䚔໔Ⱦ
߃ᓜс✯传ॶⲺᇐᱸಞλ兝䩎䦫ਥ䰒䮿Ⱦ
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䯁கᔐᡵᇐᱸಞ
с✯传ॶⲺᇐᱸಞλ兝䩎䦫Ⱦ

сᡌā䦫θᗔᇐᱸಞࣕ㜳࠽ᨑࡦᔐᡵᇐᱸಞࣕ㜳Ⱦҁᗂᛞਥ
⭞䦫䁣ᇐᜩ㾷Ⲻ✯传ᱸ䯉Ⱦҁᗂᛞҕਥ⭞ā䦫䇀ᴪ䁣ᇐᱸ䯉Ⱦ
ੇс㌻㢨ቅ㇣乣Ӥ⟾Ⱦ䯁ခوᮮ䀾ᱸȾ
߃ᓜс✯传ॶⲺᇐᱸಞλ兝䩎䦫ਥ䰒䮿Ⱦ
⌞ᝅ
Ɣ 㤛
 ੂ㍺Ⲻ✯传ॶ䙐䴱Ⓠθᔐᡵᇐᱸಞሽ䙙ࡦ✯传ॶȾжᰜ䦁ޭ䴘
䯁⡆ਙθᔐᡵᇐᱸಞҕੂᱸ↘ڒθ䦁ޭ᭴ഔᗂᚘᗟ䀾ᱸȾ
Ɣ 㤛
 ᔐᡵᇐᱸಞ䙙ࡦ✯传ॶθوᮮ䀾ᱸ㎆ᶕᗂθ✯传ॶҕ䳞ҁ䰒䮿Ⱦ
ᔐᡵᇐᱸಞ兝䩎䙙㓂బ㚨жࡱ䩎θ䳞㪍ᱸ䯉丵㚨䲃քθу䚄ɇɈ
وᮮ㎆ᶕᱸθੇс㇣乣㏣ᤷ䮹⡃Ⱦ߃ᓜс✯传ॶⲺᇐᱸಞλ兝䩎
䦫θਥ䰒䮿ᔐᡵᇐᱸಞ兝䩎Ⱦ߃ᓜсੇс㌻㇣乣䮹⡃Ⲻ✯传ॶⲺᇐ
ᱸಞλ兝䩎䦫θᡌᗔ✯传ॶᤵ䎦䦁ޭθਥ߃ᓜ䰒䮿ᇐᱸಞȾ
䁣ᇐ✯传ᱸ䯉
Ɣ 䯁கᔐᡵᇐᱸಞȾ

䦫

∅жс[Ⲻ↛傕

ᱸ䯉



[ ࠼䩎

ࡦ



[ 〈





[ 〈





[ ࠼䩎

ࡦ

࠼〈ᗂ ąĆ θ㷘ᒋрᯯ亥⽰ɇPLQɈᆍ⁙θ唔ᗂⲺ࠼䩎㒲
㓂໔ࣖȾ
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ᨆ⽰
ᛞਥօᡌā䦫θᘡ䙕䁣ᇐᜩ㾷Ⲻ✯传ᱸ䯉Ⱦ

䯁கᡌ䰒䮿బ㚨
сᴶᐜⲺڪ䯁λ䰒䦫ӂ⅗Ⱦ
ੂᱸօ䦫䦫θࡦᛞ㚳ࡦబ㚨⛰↘Ⱦ
⨴൞䲚᳡ڒ䦫ވㄛᆿޞ䧌䦫ཌθᡶᴿ䦫ᬃ֒Ⲻబ㚨↘ڒȾ䱺䁱φ
❗⌋䰒䮿ᔐᡵᇐᱸಞ䆜䥥䃚䁀ᚥబ㚨Ⱦ
ֵ⭞ੂⲺ䦫㍺ਾ䠃᯦䯁க㚨丩Ⱦ
䯁கλ䰒䮿㠠ऋ䦁ޭ③ګ
㤛ᐨ䙐䴱⡆䴱Ⓠθ䦁ޭ᭴൞✯⭞ڒ传ॶθቃⲺᬃ֒⟾Ӥ䎭θ
ਥ䯁ခֵ⭞δу䴶㾷ᬃ֒䯁λ䰒䦫εȾ
㤛〈ޝᵠக⭞✯传ॶθ⟾ሽ➺⓻Ⱦਥ〱䯁䦁ޭќ䠃᭴ഔθᡌֵ⭞䯁λ䰒
䦫θਥ䠃᯦க⭞Ⱦ
䙏主ࣕ㜳唎䃃⛰க⭞θռҕਥ⭞ڒȾ֒⌋ᱥ䰒䮿䴱⡆䴱Ⓠθќᬃ֒ᐜ
ڪ䶘ᶵⲺɇ䚮Ɉ  ɇRQRII䦫Ɉ  ⛰ᱸ〈Ⱦ㷘ᒋሽ亥⽰
ɇ$3G2))ɈȾ㤛䠃㾼䙏ぁᓅθਥ䠃᯦க⭞ࣕ㜳θ
㷘ᒋሽ亥⽰ɇ$3G2QɈȾ
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㠠ऋ✯传ぁᕅ
ᛞⲺ䴱⡆ޭᴿつ㠠ऋ✯传ぁᕅȾᛞਥ൞ᔐᡵᇐᱸಞࣕ㜳Ⲻ䕊ࣟҁсθ
䁣ᇐԱ㠠ऋ✯传ぁᕅⲺ㎆ᶕᱸ䯉δ䄁৹䯧ㅢ丷εȾṯᬐ↙ᑮ⭞䠅Ⲻ✯
传ぁᕅȾ⭧᯲ᛞਥ➝ླڅཝᑻᓜ䇀ᴪ伕ᶆ⭞䠅θᡶԛ㺞ࡍⲺᱥ֒⛰৹㘹
Ⲻѣ䯉ٲȾ
䁣ᇐж主㠠ऋぁᕅ
䙐✯传ॶ䯁䰒Ⱦ
Ɣ 
䚮䦫Ⱦ
Ӥ䎭فൌ⽰⟾δ+,*ශ⛰فൌ⽰@εθެѣжⲺفӤᓜ儎䚄ެԌ
ൌ⽰
Ɣ ߃
 ᓜ䚮䦫θᡌօ䚮䦫ࢃᖶсжف䚮ࣕ㜳Ⱦ
〈ҁᗂθ䚮Ⲻ✯传ぁᕅ㠠ऋ䯁ခȾ
㷘ᒋޝ亥⽰ɇ$Ɉ㺞⽰ɇ㠠ऋɈȾ
㤛㠠ऋ✯传ぁᓅக⭞ѣθᛞਥֵ⭞сࡍ䡋䘊ഔࡦᢁऋ✯传䚄ぁφ
θθθ!!Ⱦ
⌞ᝅ
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YOUR INDUCTION HOB

Introduction
This hob has been designed for the real lover of cooking.
Cooking on an induction hob has a number of advantages. It is easy,
because the hob reacts quickly and can also be set to a very low power
level. Because, moreover, it can also be set to a high power level, it
can bring dishes to the boil very quickly. The ample space between the
cooking zones makes cooking comfortable.
Cooking on an induction hob is different from cooking on a traditional
appliance. Induction cooking makes use of a magnetic field to generate
heat. This means that you cannot use just any pan on it.
The pans section gives more information about this.
For optimum safety the induction hob is equipped with several
temperature protections and a residual heat indicator, which
shows which cooking zones are still hot.
This manual describes how you can make the best possible use of the
induction hob. In addition to information about operation, you will also
find background information that can assist you in using this product.
You will also find cooking tables and maintenance tips.
Read the manual thorougly before using the appliance, and
store these instructions in a safe place for future reference.
The manual also serves as reference material for service technicians.
Please, therefore, stick the appliance identification card in the
space provided, at the back of the manual.
The appliance identification card contains all the information that the
service technician will need in order to respond appropriately to your
needs and questions.
Enjoy your cooking!
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Control panel
24 23 22

21

19

20

18

1
2
3
4

5

6

7

8
9 10
1. Pause button
2. Pause indicator

11 12 13 14 15

16

17

3. Childproof lock/Eco stand-by button
4. Childproof lock indicator/Eco stand-by indicator
5. Level indicator in cubes
6. On/off button
7. Reduce the power quickly
8. Reduce the power
9. Raise the power
10. Raise the power quickly
11. Boost
12. Timer/alarmclock button
13. Alarm clock indicator
14. Cooking time indicator
15. ‘Reduce the time’ button
16. Bridge function (Two zones are connected; this creates one ‘big’
zone. Control 2 zones with one slider).
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.

‘Raise the time’ button
‘Minutes after dot’ indicator
Timer/alarmclock
Menu functions
Menu button
Level indicator

23. Cooking zone indicator
24. Chef function
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Description
HI1355G

HI1655G/HI1655M

1

1

1

1

1

1

HI1975G
2

HI1995G
1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1. Adaptive zone 180 x 220 mm 3,7kW (zones that can be connected)
2. Cooking zone Ø 260 5,5 kW (double ring)
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Before use, read the separate safety
instructions first!
Temperature safety
•

A sensor continuously measures the temperature of certain parts of the hob. Every
cooking zone is equipped with a sensor that measures the temperature of the
bottom of the pan to avoid any risk of overheating when a pan boils dry. In case
of temperatures rising too high, the power is reduced automatically or the hob
switches off automatically.

Cooking-time limiter
•

The cooking-time limiter is a safety function of your cooking appliance. It will
operate if you forget to switch off your hob.

•

Depending on the setting you have chosen, the cooking time will be limited as
follows:
Setting
1 and 2
3, 4 and 5
6, 7 and 8
9
10
11 and 12
Chef function

The cooking zone switches
automatically off after:
9 hours
5 hours
4 hours
3 hours
2 hours
1 hour
9 hours

The cooking-time limiter switches the cooking zones off if the time in
the table has elapsed.
Setting
boost

The cooking zone switches
automatically to setting 12 after:
10 minutes
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Using the touch controls
The touch controls may take some getting used to if you are used to
other (rotary) controls. Place the tip of your finger flat on the control to
achieve the best results. You do not have to apply any pressure.
The touch sensors only react to the light pressure of a fingertip. Do not
operate the controls with any other objects. The hob will not switch on
when your pet walks over it.

Induction cooking
Induction cooking is fast
• To start you will be surprised by the speed of induction cooking. Especially at
higher settings, foods and liquids will boil very rapidly. It is best not to leave pans
unattended to avoid them boiling over or boiling dry.
The power will be adjusted
• In the case of induction cooking, it is only the part of the zone on which the pan
stands that is used. If you use a small pan on a large zone, the power will be
adjusted to the diameter of the pan. The power will thus be lower and it will take
longer before the food in the pan comes to the boil.
No heat loss and cold
handles with induction
cooking.

Attention
• Grains of sand may cause scratches which cannot be removed. Only put pans with
•
•
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a clean base on the cooking surface and always pick pans up to move them.
Do not use the hob as a worktop.
Always keep the lid on the pan when cooking, in order to avoid energy loss.

USE

How does induction work
A magnetic field is generated in the appliance. By placing a
pan with an iron base on a cooking zone, a current is induced in the
pan base. This induced current generates heat in the base of the pan.
Easy
generates a magnetic field

The electronic controls are accurate and easy to set. On the lowest
setting, you can melt chocolate directly in the pan, for example, or cook

(3). By placing a pan with

ingredients that you would normally heat in a bain-marie.

The coil (1) in the hob (2)

an iron base (4) on the coil,
a current is induced in the
base of the pan.

Fast
Thanks to the induction hob’s high power levels, bringing food to the
boil is very quick. Cooking food through takes just as long as for other
types of cooking.
Clean
The hob is easy to clean. Because the cooking zones do not get any
hotter than the pans themselves, food spills cannot burn on.
Safe
The heat is generated in the pan itself. The glass top does not get any
warmer than the pan. This means that the cooking zone is considerable
cooler compared to that from a Ceramic hob or a gasburner. Once a
pan has been taken away, the cooking zone cools down quickly.

Induction noises
A ticking sound
This is caused by the capacity limiter on the front and back zones.
Ticking can also occur at lower settings.
Pans are making noise
Pans can make some noise during cooking. This is caused by the
energy flowing from the hob to the saucepan. At high settings this is
perfectly normal for some pans. It will not damage either the pans or
the hob.
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The fan is making noise
To enlarge the lifespan of the electronics, the appliance is equiped with
a fan. If you use the appliance intense, the fan is activated to cool down
the appliance and you will hear a buzzing sound. The fan runs on for
several minutes after the hob has been switched off.
Automatic power-on function
When the automatic power-on function (APD) is active, you will hear a
ticking noise, even if the zone is not being used.

Pans
Pans for induction cooking
Induction cooking requires a particular quality of pan.
Attention
• Pans that have already been used for cooking on a gas hob are no longer suitable
•

for use on an induction hob.
Only use pans that are suitable for electric and induction cooking with:
▷ a thick base (minimum 2.25 mm);
▷ a flat base.

• The best are pans with the ‘Class Induction’ quality mark.
Tip
You can check for yourself whether your pans are suitable using a magnet.
A pan is suitable if the base of the pan is attracted by the magnet.
Suitable
Special stainless steel pans
Class Induction
Hard-wearing enamelled pans
Enamelled cast-iron pans

Unsuitable
Earthenware
Stainless steel
Porcelain
Copper
Plastic
Aluminium

One is advised to use the pans recommended by ASKO for the
automatic cooking programs.
Attention
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Be careful with enamelled sheet-steel pans:
• the enamel may chip (the enamel comes loose from the steel), if you switch the
•

hob on at a high setting when the pan is (too) dry;
the base of the pan may warp - due, for example, to overheating or to the use of

too high a power level.
Attention
Never use pans with a misshapen base. A hollow or rounded base can
interfere with the operation of the overheating protection, so that the
appliance becomes too hot. This may lead to the glass top cracking
and the pan base melting. Damage arising from the use of unsuitable
pans or from boiling dry is excluded from the guarantee.
Minimum pan diameter
The diameter of the bottom of the pan must be at least 12 cm. You will
achieve the best results by using a pan with the same diameter as the
zone. If a pan is too small the zone will not work.
The lenght of a fish-pan (oval pan), used on the vario zone, must be at
least 22 cm.
Pressure cookers
Induction cooking is very suitable for cooking in pressure cookers.
The cooking zone reacts very quickly, and so the pressure cooker is
quickly up to pressure. As soon as you switch a cooking zone off, the
cooking process stops immediately.
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Switching on the hob and setting the power
The cooking zones have 12 levels. Beside it there is a level ‘boost’.
1. Place a pan in the middle of a cooking zone.
2. Press the child lock button.
You will hear a single beep.
3. Press the on/off button of the cooking zone concerned.
A flashing ‘-’ appears in the display and you will hear a single beep.
If no further action is taken, the cooking zone will automatically
switch off after a few seconds.
4. Press the + or - button, or the << or >> button to select the desired
setting. The cooking zone starts automatically in the level that has
been set (when a pan is detected).
▷ If you press the + or - button first, level 6 appears.
▷ If you press the >> button first, level 12 + ‘boost’ appear in the display. This is
power level ‘boost’ and you can use this setting if you want to bring dishes to
the boil quickly (see page 14).
▷ If you press the << button first, level 1 will appear.
Tips
• With the + or - button you can raise or reduce the power setting step by step. By
pressing the << or >> button, you can raise or reduce the power setting quick.
•

Press and hold the << , - , + or >> button to set the desired power level more
quickly.

Pandetection
If the hob does not detect a (ferrous) pan after the cooking power has
been set, the display will blink and the hob will remain cold. If a (ferrous)
pan is not placed on the cooking zone within 1 minute, the cooking
zone will automatically switch off (see also page 11 and 12 ‘Pans’).

Residual heat indicator
A cooking zone that has been used intensively will retain heat for
several minutes after it has been switched off. An ‘H’ appears in the
display as long as the cooking zone is hot.
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Boost
You can use the ‘boost’ function to cook at the highest power level
during a short period of time (max.10 minutes). After the maximum
boost time the power will be reduced to setting 12.
Switching on ‘boost’
1. Put a pan on a cooking zone.
2. Press the >> button immediately after you have switched on the
zone.
Level 12 and ‘boost’ appear in the display.
•

If a cooking zone has already been set to a power level and you want to use
‘boost’, press several times the >> button or the
+ button of the cooking zone concerned.

Switching off ‘boost’
‘Boost’ has been switched on, the display shows level 12 and ‘boost’.
1. Press the << button or the - button.
In the display you will see a lower level.
Or:
2. Press the on/off button of the cooking zone you want to switch off.
You will hear a beep and the level in the display disappears.
The cooking zone has been switched off completely.

Two cooking zones one in front of the other
•

Two cooking zones one in front of the other affect each other. When both of these
cooking zones are switched on at the same time, the power is automatically shared
between them. The first set cooking zone will remain at the set setting at all times.
The maximum set setting for the cooking zones to the front or back that is added
later, depends on the setting of the first cooking zone. When you have reached the
maximum amount of cooking setting combinations, the last set setting will start to
flash and is automatically lowered to the highest possible setting.

•

Two cooking zones alongside each other have no effect on each other. You can set
both cooking zones on a high setting.

•

If the vario zones are bridged, they cannot be set to boost and the menu functions
cannot be used.
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How to bridge the Vario induction zones
The Vario induction zones can be bridged (linked) to each other. This
creates 1 large zone that can be used for example for a large fish pan
or one large cooking pan.
• If the vario zones are bridged, they cannot be set to boost and the menu functions
cannot be used.
Use a (fish) pan where at least one of the centre/middle positions of the
vario zones is covered.
Activating the bridge mode
1. Place the large pan on both cooking zones so that these are both
well covered.
2. Switch the front cooking zone on.
3. Hold two keys down at the same time (for a few seconds): first
press the << button on the rear vario zone and then immediately
the >> button on the front vario zone.
‘BR’ will appear in the display on the rear zone. Then use the front
zone control to set a cooking level for both zones.
4. Set the desired cooking level using the + or - button, or the << or
>> button of the front zone. Both zones are heated in the level set.
Deactivating the bridge mode
1. Press simultaneously on the >> button on the front vario zone and
the << button on the very back vario zone to switch off the ‘bridge’
level.
The front zone goes further on the level set in bridge function.
Or:
2. Press the on/off button of the cooking zone you want to switch off.
You will hear a beep and the level in the display disappears.
The cooking zone has been switched off completely.

Switching off
Switching off one cooking zone
Press the on/off button of the cooking zone you want to switch off.
You will hear a beep and the level in the display disappears.
• If all cooking zones have been switched off in this way, the hob will automatically be
in the stand-by mode (also refer to
‘stand-by mode’).
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Switching off all cooking zones
Press the child lock button to switch off all the cooking zones at the
same time.
You will hear a beep. The red childproof lock indicator next to the child
lock button will blink very slowly.
•

The induction hob is now in eco stand-by modus
(see also ‘eco stand-by modus’).

Stand-by mode
In stand-by mode the induction hob is switched off. You can switch to
the stand-by mode from the eco stand-by mode, or by switching off all
cooking zones.
From the stand-by mode you can directly start cooking by pressing the
on/off button of the desired cooking zone.
Switching the hob from the eco stand-by mode to the standy-by
mode
The red light next to the child lock button keeps slowly going on and off.
• Press the child lock button for a short while to switch to the
stand-by mode.
A single beep will be heard. All lights on the hob are out.

Eco stand-by mode
In the eco stand-by mode the hob is switched off and it uses as little
energy as possible.
The hob can also be switched to the eco stand-by mode from the
stand-by mode and when cooking zones are still active.
Did you know that
The hob uses less than 0,5 Watt in the eco- stand-by mode. That is
even less than in the stand-by mode of the hob.
Switching the hob to the eco stand-by mode
• Press the child lock button.
A single beep will be heard. The eco stand-by mode is active, the
red light next to the child lock button keeps slowly going on and off.
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From the eco stand-by mode you can’t immediately start cooking. To
be able to, the hob first needs to be switched to the stand-by mode.
Did you know that
After 30 minutes in the stand-by mode the hob will automatically switch
to the eco stand-by mode to prevent unnecessary energy consumption.

Child lock
Your induction hob is equipped with a childproof lock that lets you lock
the appliance. It prevents unintended switching on.
Switching on the child lock
1. Press the child lock button for two seconds.
You will hear a double beep. All buttons are inactive now, except
for the child lock button. The hob first switches to the eco
stand-by mode and then to the childproof lock mode. The red
light is constantly on.
2. Press the button again for 2 seconds to get the hob of the
childproof lock.
A single beep will be heard. The hob is now in the stand-by mode.
The red light next to the child lock button is out.
Tip
Set the hob to the child lock mode before cleaning the hob to prevent it
from accidentally switching on.
Did you know that
When the hob is set to the child lock, is uses just as little energy as
when it is in the eco stand-by mode.
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Pause
With this pause function, you can set the entire hob to ‘pause’ for
5 minutes during cooking. In this way you can leave or clean the hob in
a safe way during a short period of time, without losing settings.
Switching the hob to the pause mode
•

Press the pause button once.
You will hear a double beep, the settings change into a lower setting
and the red light next to the pause button flashes.
▷ Any set timers/kitchen timers stop. All cooking zones are automatically changed
to a lower setting.
▷ All buttons are inactive except for the child lock button and the pause button.
▷ The on/off button of the individual cooking zones also remain active, they do
however react with a delay of two seconds.
If you press the pause button again within 5 minutes, the paused cooking process
will be resumed.

•

You will hear a double beep, the hob resumes the settings as they
were set before the pause.
If you do not undertake any further action within 5 minutes:

•

All active cooking zones will be switched off automatically. After that
the pause button will keep flashing for 25 minutes to indicate the
cooking processes have been ended by the pause mode. The hob
automatically switches from the pause mode to the eco stand-by
mode after 25 minutes.

Recognizing a mode
The stand-by mode

Not a single light is lit.

The eco stand-by mode

The red light next to the child lock button
button keeps slowly going on and off.

The child lock mode

The red light next to the child lock button
is constantly on.

The pause mode

The red light next to the pause button
flashes.
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Timer / Kitchen timer
The timer/alarmclock button of each cooking zone has two functions:
The timer function

The kitchen timer function

This function can be recognized
by the red small arrow pointing
up.

This function can be recognized
by the red small arrow pointing
down.

The time increases in the timer
function.

The time decreases in the kitchen
timer function.

The timer cannot be linked to a
cooking zone.

The kitchen timer can be linked to
a cooking zone. This means the
cooking zone switches off if the
set time has passed.

When the timer button is pressed,
the timer function automatically
switches on after 3 seconds if you
do nothing.

The kitchen timer function can be
reached from the timer function
by pressing the red + button or
red - button.

Attention
•

Per set of two cooking zones (front and back) one timer/kitchen timer is available.
The 5th cooking zone has its own timer/kitchen timer.

•

The timer/kitchen timer can only be linked to one of both cooking zones per set of
two cooking zones.

•

The timer-/kitchen timer function can also be used without activating an
accompanying cooking zone.

Switching on the timer
1. Press the timer/alarmclock button of the cooking zone once.
The display of the timer lights up and you’ll see three zeroes
flashing. Under that appears a + and -.
•

If you do not set a time with the + or - button, the timer will start running
automatically after 3 seconds. The timer can go as far as
9 hours and 59 minutes.

The red arrow pointing up lights up and the time increases.
2. Press the timer/alarmclock button of the cooking zone again, to
switch it off.
Switching on the kitchen timer
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1. Press the timer/alarmclock button of the cooking zone once.
2. Press the + or - button to switch from the timer function to the
kitchen timer function. After that you can set the desired cooking
time with the + button. Then you can change the set time with the
- button.
The red small arrow pointing down lights up. Time is counting down.
3. Press the timer/alarmclock button of the cooking zone again, to
switch it off.
Attention
• The kitchen timer is linked to the cooking zone if the accompanying cooking zone is
switched on. The kitchen timer stops as soon as the pan is removed and resumes
when the pan is put back.
If the kitchen timer is linked to a cooking zone, the cooking zone will switch off after
the set time has passed.

•

The kitchen timer alarm beeps for a quarter of an hour while
decreasing as the time passes, while ‘0.00’ and the arrow pointing
down keeps flashing. Press the timer/alarm clock button of the
cooking zone again, to switch off the kitchen timer alarm. Press the
timer/alarm clock button again for the cooking zone where the red
arrow pointing down is flashing, or remove the pan from the zone to
switch off the timer again.
Setting the cooking time
• Switch the kitchen timer on.
Button

Steps of x per
button contact

Time

+

x = 1 minute

0.00 to ...

-

x = 10 seconds

5.00 - 0.00

-

x = 30 seconds

9.00 - 5.00

-

x = 1 minute

... to 9.00

After 9 minutes and 0 seconds (‘9.00’) the word ‘.min’ appears above
the display and the minutes will be added behind the dot.
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Tip
You can press and hold the + or - button to set the desired cooking
time quicker.

Switching on and off the beep
1. Press the on/off button on the far left twice.
2. Press and hold the << button and the + button simultaneously until
you hear a beep.
The beep is now switched off for all button operations, except for
the pause button and the child lock button. Note: the kitchen timer
alarm and the beep for error messages cannot be switched off.
3. Use the same button combination to switch the sound back on.
Switching on/off the automatic pan detection
If, after the hob has been turned on, a pan is placed in an inactive
cooking zone, the corresponding operating controls light up and this
can be used immediately (without operating the on/off switch).
If the cooking zone is not activated within 10 seconds, the light will go
out. It can be re-activated by removing the pan and then replacing it or
by using the on/off switch.
This function is active by default, but can also be switched off. This is
done by switching the hob off and operating the ‘menu’ (6) and ‘on/off
button’ (21) on the left-hand control panel for 5 seconds. ‘APd OFF’ will
appear on the display. By repeating this process, the function can be
reactivated and the ‘APd On’ will appear on the display.
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Automatic cooking programs
Your hob is fitted with 6 automatic cooking programs. You can set any
end time of an automatic cooking program with the aid of the kitchen
timer function (refer to page 18). The cooking programs are based on
regular quantities. The tables are meant as a guideline, because of the
large margins you can alter the dish according to your wishes.
To set an automatic program
The cooking zone is switched on.
• Press the menu button.
A series of 6 icons will light up (7 icons on the HI1995G), one of
which will be brighter than the others..
•

Again press the menu button, or press and hold down the menu button to go to the
next menu functions.
The selected cooking programme automatically starts after 3
seconds. An ‘A’ for ‘automatic’ appears in the display.

If an automatic cooking program is active, you can use the following
buttons to go back to the manual cooking process:
<< , + , - , >> .
Attention
For ‘Vario’ appliances, the cooking programs and boost function
will not work if the zones are bridged or the chef function is active.

Chef function
The ‘Chef function’ will activate all zones when switched on. The righthand zones in setting 1, the middle ones in 7 and the left-hand zones
in 12. ‘Ch’ will appear on the display for the rear zones. Afterwards
you can configure a different cooking setting for both zones using the
controls for the front zone.
This function enables you too cook without making use of the power
controls, but by moving the pans from zone to zone.
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This function can only be switched on if the hob is not being used. To
switch on this function, all zones first need to be switched off.
With the far left-hand menu button, the function can be selected by
releasing the menu button when the chef indicator (24) lights up.
Switching off the chef function (HI1995G)
1. By means of the eco-lock button (3), the whole hob can be
switched off.
2. Using the on/off buttons (6): This switches off the chef function; all
zones are deactivated. The displays light up for the zones where
there is a pan, if the APD is activated.
3. By operating the far left-hand menu button (21) next to the chef
indicator, the chef function is terminated, active zones and timers
remain active. Zones not in use will be switched off.
4. The chef function is switched off automatically if there has been no
pan on the hob for 10 minutes.
During the chef function, only the ascending timer is available.
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Boiling function*/**
This function brings the content of the pan to a boil (100 °C) and keeps
it boiling. A beep can be heard when the content is cooking or if the
food has to be added. This function works only without the lid on the pan.
Dish

Number
of people

Quantity

Pan

Zone

Fill the pan up to:
(start the cooking
process)

Cooked
potatoes

6-8

1000 - 1400 g

High pan (Ø 200)

Ø 210 / Vario

2,5 l incl. potatoes

9 - 15

1500 - 2200 g

Large pan (Ø 240)

Ø 260 double

3,5 l incl. potatoes

Cooked (hard)
vegetables

4-6

500 - 750 g

High pan (Ø 200)

Ø 210 / Vario

2,5 l incl. vegetables

6-8

750 - 900 g

Large pan (Ø 240)

Ø 260 double

3,5 l incl. vegetables

Rice

4-5

400 - 500 g

High pan (Ø 240)

Ø 210 / Vario

2,0 l only water 1)

2-3

200 - 300 g

High pan (Ø 200)

Ø 210 / Vario

2,0 l only water 1)

4-6

400 - 600 g

Large pan (Ø 240)

Ø 260 double

3,5 l only water 1)

Pasta

1) After the beep the rice or pasta can be added.
* This function works best with pans recommended by ASKO.
** These menu functions work best if they are started at the beginning of the cooking process.
Simmering fucntion*
The temperature of the dish is constantly kept near the boiling point
(90 °C - 95 °C). The simmer setting works best with a lid on the pan.
Thicker dishes have to be stirred every 15 minutes. The maximum
simmering time is 8 hours, unless a shorter time has been set with
the aid of a timer.
Dish

Sauce or soup

Quantity +/-

Pan

Zone

1l

Low pan (Ø 200)

Ø 210 / Vario

1,5 l

High pan (Ø 200)

Ø 210 / Vario

2.5 l

Large pan (Ø 240)

Ø 260 double
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Function for keeping warm*
The temperature of a dish is automatically kept at a constant temperature of 70 °C - 75 °C. The setting for keeping warm works best with a
lid on the pan. Larger quantities and thicker dishes need to be stirred
ocassionally. The maximum time for keeping warm is 8 hours, unless
a shorter time has been set with the aid of a timer.
Dish

Number

Quantity +/-

Pan

Zone

4

2000 g

High pan (Ø 200)

Ø 210 / Vario

8

4000 g

Large pan (Ø 240)

Ø 260 double

of people
All dishes

*
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Wok function*/**
The wok setting provides an optimal wok temperature, for both the oil
and the wok. After the beep the pan has reached its temperature, the
oil can be put in the pan and then the dish.
Dish

Number

Maximum amount

of people

of meat or fish /

Pan

Zone

vegetables
Meat, ﬁsh,
vegetables

3-4

600 g / 600 g

Wokpan

Ø 210 / Vario

1-2

300 g / 300 g

Wokpan

Ø 260 double

Searing function*/**
The searing setting provides the optimal searing temperature.
After the beep the pan has reached its temperature. The oil or butter
can be put into the pan and then the dish.
Dish

Number

Quantity

Pan

Zone

4-5

400 - 500 g

Frying pan

Ø 210 / Vario

5-6

500 - 600 g

Frying pan

Ø 260 double

of people
Meat, ﬁsh

* This function works best with pans recommended by ASKO.
** These menu functions work best if they are started at the beginning
of the cooking process.
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Grill function*/**
The grill setting provides the optimal grilling temperature. A beep can
be heard when the pan has reached its temperature.
Dish

Number

Quantity

Pan

Zone

3-4

300 - 400 g

Grill pan / plate

Ø 210 / Vario

4-6

400 - 600 g

Grill pan / plate

Ø 260 double

of people
Meat, ﬁsh,
vegetables

Healthy cooking
Burning point of different types of oil
To ensure your food is fried as healthily as possible, Asko recommends
choosing the type of oil according to the frying temperature. Each oil
has a different burning point at which toxic gasses are released. The
below table shows the burning points for various types of oil.
Oil
Extra virgin olive oil
Butter
Coconut oil
Canola oil
Virgin olive oil
Sunflower oil
Corn oil
Peanut oil
Rice oil
Olive oil

*

Smoke point °C
160 °C
177 °C
177 °C
204 °C
216 °C
227 °C
232 °C
232 °C
255 °C
242 °C

This function works best with pans recommended by ASKO.

** These menu functions work best if they are started at the beginning
of the cooking process.
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OPERATION

Cooking settings
Because the settings depend on the quantity and composition of the
contents of the pan, the table below is intended as a guideline only.
Use setting ‘boost’ and setting 11 and 12 to:
• bring the food or liquid to the boil quickly;
•
•

‘shrink’ greens;
heat oil and fat;

•
•

bring a pressure cooker up to pressure;
wok

Use setting 9 and 10 to:
• sear meats;
•
•
•

cook fish;
cook omelettes;
fry boiled potatoes;

•

deep fry foods.

Use setting 7 and 8 to:
•

fry thick pancakes;

•
•

fry thick slices of breaded meat;
fry bacon (fat);

•
•

cook raw potatoes;
make French toast;

•
•

fry breaded fish;
cook through pasta;

•
•

fry thin slices of breaded meat;
fry thin slices of meat;

Use setting 4-6 to:
• complete the cooking of large quantities;
• defrost hard vegetables;
•

fry thick slices of breaded meat.
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OPERATION

Use settings 1-3 to:
• simmer bouillon;
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•
•
•

stew meats;
simmer vegetables;
melt chocolate;

•
•

poach;
keep warm;

•

melt cheese.

MAINTENANCE

Cleaning
Tip
Set the child lock before you start cleaning the hob.
Daily cleaning
• Although food spills cannot burn into the glass, we nevertheless recommend you to
•

clean the hob immediately after use.
Best for daily cleaning is a damp cloth with a mild cleaning agent.

•

Dry with kitchen paper or a dry teacloth.

Stubborn stains
• Stubborn stains can also be removed with a mild cleaning agent such as washingup liquid.
•
•

Remove water marks and lime scale with vinegar.
Metal marks (caused by sliding pans) can be difficult to remove. Special agents are
available.

•

Use a glass scraper to remove food spills. Melted plastic and sugar is also best
removed with a glass scraper.

Never use
•

Never use abrasives. They leave scratches in which dirt and lime scale can
accumulate.

•

Never use anything sharp such as steel wool or scourers.
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TROUBLESHOOTING

General
If you notice a crack in the glass top (however small), switch the hob
off immediately, unplug the hob, turn off the (automatic) fuse switch(es)
in the meter cupboard or, in the event of a permanent connection,
set the switch in the power supply lead to zero.) Contact the service
department.

Troubleshooting table
If the appliance does not work properly, this does not always mean that
it is defective. Try to deal with the problem yourself first by checking the
points mentioned below.
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Symptom

Possible cause

Solution

The display lights up when
the hob is activated for the
first time.

This is the standard set-up
routine.

Normal operation.

The fan runs on for several
minutes after the hob has
been switched off.

The hob is cooling.

Normal operation.

A slight smell is noticeable
the first few times the hob is
used.

The new appliance is heating
up.

This is normal and will
disappear once it has been
used a few times. Ventilate
the kitchen.

You can hear a ticking sound
in your hob.

This is caused by the
capacity limiter on the front
and back zones. Ticking can
also occur at lower settings.

Normal operation.

The pans make a noise while
cooking.

This is caused by the energy
flowing from the hob to the
saucepan.

At high settings this is
perfectly normal for some
pans. It will not damage either
the pans or the hob.

You have switched on a
cooking zone, but the display
keeps flashing.

The pan you are using is
not suitable for induction
cooking. or has a diameter of
less than 12 cm.

Use a suitable pan, see page
11 and 12.

A cooking zone suddenly
stops working and you hear
a signal.

The preset time has ended.

Switch the bleep off by
pressing the + or - button of
the timer.

TROUBLESHOOTING

Symptom

Possible cause

Solution

The hob is not working
and nothing appears in the
display.

There is no power supply
due to a defective cable or a
faulty connection.

Check the fuses or the
electric switch (if there is no
plug).

A fuse blows as soon as the
hob is switched on.

The hob has been wrongly
connected.

Check the electrical
connections.

‘br’ appears in the display
and the touch controls are
not working.

The bridge function is
activated.

Deactivate the bridge function
(see pagina 17).

Error code F00.

The control panel is dirty or
has water lying on it.

Clean the control panel.

Error code F0 up to and
including F6 and FC.

Defective generator.

Contact the service
department.

Error code F7.

The ambient temperature is
not good.

Switch off all heat sources in
the vicinity of the cooking plate.

Error code F8 and F08.

Appliance over heated.

The appliance has been
switched off because of over
heating. Let the appliance
cool down and start again on
a lower setting.

Error code F9 and/or
continuous beep.

The appliance has been
connected incorrectly and/or
the mains voltage is too high.

Let your connection be
changed.

Error code F99.

You have pressed two or more Do not operate more than one
buttons at the same time.
button at the same time.

Error code FA.

Mains voltage is too low.

Contact your energy supplier.

Error code FAN.

Air circulation not good.

Make sure the venting holes
under the cooking plate are
open.

Other error codes.

Defective generator.

Contact the service
department.
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ENVIRONMENTAL ASPECTS

Disposal of packaging and appliance
In the manufacturing of this appliance durable materials were used.
Make sure to dispose of this equipment responsibly at the end of its
lifecycle. Ask the authorities for more information regarding this.
The appliance packaging is recyclable. The following may have been
used:
• cardboard;
•
•

polythene film (PE);
CFC-free polystyrene (PS hard foam).

Dispose of these materials in a responsible manner and in accordance
with government regulations.
As a reminder of the need to dispose of household appliances
separately, the product is marked with the symbol of a crossed-out
wheeled dustbin. This means that at the end of its working life, the
product must not be disposed of as urban waste. It must be taken to
a special local authority differentiated waste collection centre or to a
dealer providing this service.
Disposing of a household appliance separately avoids possible
negative consequences for the environment and health deriving from
inappropriate disposal and enables the constituent materials to be
recovered to obtain significant savings in energy and resources.
Declaration of conformity
We declare that our products meet the applicable European Directives,
Decisions and Regulations and the requirements listed in the standards
referenced.
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ENVIRONMENTAL ASPECTS

Information according regulation (EU) 66/2014
Measurements according EN 60350-2

Model identification
Type of hob
Number of cooking zones and/or area
Heating technology

HI1355G

2

HI1655G
HI1655M

Energy consumption per cooking zone or area
calculated per kg (ECelectric cooking) in Wh/kg
Energy consumption for the hob calculated
per kg (ECelectric hob) in Wh/kg

HI1995G

Induction hob
4
5
6
Induction cooking zones and cooking areas

For circular cooking zones: diameter of useful
surface area per electric heated cooking zone
in cm
For non-circular cooking zones or areas:
length and width of useful surface area
per electric heated cooking zone or area
L/W in cm

HI1975G

2 = 26.0

1=19.0/22.0

1=19.0/22.0

1=19.0/22.0

1=19.0/22.0

1=188.8

1=188.8

1=188.8
2=172.0

1=188.8

188,8

188,8

185,4

188,8
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